
 NMS Summer Reading 2022 6th Grade 

 Students will be discussing  two books read over the summer with their classmates and teacher in 
 the early weeks of September.  Daily reading over the summer is encouraged to better prepare 
 students to take part in engaging book discussions upon their return to school. Reading should be 
 enjoyable and students are encouraged to read any books that interest them, even if they are not on 
 this list. 

 2022-2023 Book Challenge Titles are noted with an asterisk after the title 

 (Books are listed by main genre: click here to jump to  Fantasy/Science Fiction  ,  Graphic Novels  ,  Historical 
 Fiction  ,  Mystery/Adventure  ,  Nonfiction  ,  Realistic  Fiction  , or  Sports  .) 

 FANTASY/SCIENCE FICTION 
 Emerald Atlas  by John Stephens --  Siblings Kate, Michael,  and Emma have been in one orphanage after 
 another for the last ten years, passed along like lost baggage. Yet these unwanted children are more 
 remarkable than they could possibly imagine. Ripped from their parents as babies, they are being 
 protected from a horrible evil of devastating power, an evil they know nothing about. Until now. Before 
 long, Kate, Michael, and Emma are on a journey through time to dangerous and secret corners of the 
 world . . . a journey of allies and enemies, of magic and mayhem. And—if an ancient prophecy is 
 true—what they do can change history, and it's up to them to set things right. 

 �e False Prince  by Jennifer Nielsen -- In a discontent  kingdom, civil war is brewing. To unify the divided 
 people, Conner, a nobleman of the court, devises a cunning plan to find an impersonator of the king's 
 long-lost son and install him as a puppet prince. Four orphans are recruited to compete for the role, 
 including a defiant boy named Sage. Sage knows that Conner's motives are more than questionable, yet 
 his life balances on a sword's point -- he must be chosen to play the prince or he will certainly be killed. 
 But Sage's rivals have their own agendas as well. As Sage moves from a rundown orphanage to Conner's 
 sumptuous palace, layer upon layer of treachery and deceit unfold, until finally, a truth is revealed that, in 
 the end, may very well prove more dangerous than all of the lies taken together. 

 �e Gauntlet  by Karuna Riazi -- When twelve-year-old  Farah and her two best friends get sucked into a 
 mechanical board game, they know it’s up to them to defeat the game’s diabolical architect in order to 
 save themselves and those who are trapped inside, including her baby brother Ahmed. Can they defeat 
 Amari at his own game…or will they, like the children who came before them, become cogs in the 
 machine? 

 �e Beatryce Prophecy**  by Kate DiCamillo–  In a  time of war, a mysterious child appears at the 
 monastery of the Order of the Chronicles of Sorrowing. Gentle Brother Edik finds the girl, Beatryce, 
 curled in a stall, wracked with fever, coated in dirt and blood, and holding fast to the ear of Answelica the 
 goat. As the monk nurses Beatryce to health, he uncovers her dangerous secret, one that imperils them 
 all—for the king of the land seeks just such a girl, and Brother Edik, who penned the prophecy himself, 
 knows why. And so it is that a girl with a head full of stories—powerful tales-within-the-tale of queens and 
 kings, mermaids and wolves—ventures into a dark wood in search of the castle of one who wishes her 
 dead. 

 �e Jumbies  by Tracey Baptiste --  Corinne La Mer  isn’t afraid of anything. Not scorpions, not the boys 
 who tease her, and certainly not jumbies. She knows that jumbies aren’t real; they’re just creatures 
 parents make up to frighten their children. But on All Hallows’ Eve, Corinne chases an agouti all the way 
 into the forbidden woods. Those shining yellow eyes that follow her to the edge of the trees, they couldn’t 
 belong to a jumbie. Or could they? 

 All descriptions taken from OCLN, Accelerated Reader, or Amazon. 



 �e Lifters  by Dave Eggers-  Twelve-year-old Granite  "Gran" has just moved to a town full of trouble and 
 mystery. He feels unheard at home and invisible at school, and then there's the issue of the many buildings in 
 town collapsing into the earth. Gran's classmate, Catalina, knows what to do, but she avoids Gran. Will she 
 reveal what happens underground? Will she tell Gran about the Hollows, the  Lifters or  how to save the  town? 

 Mark Of �e �ief  by Jennifer Nielsen --  When Nic,  a slave in the mines outside of Rome, is forced to enter a 
 sealed cavern containing the lost treasures of Julius Caesar, he finds much more than gold and gemstones: 
 He discovers an ancient bulla, an amulet that belonged to the great Caesar and is filled with a magic once 
 reserved for the Gods -- magic some Romans would kill for. Now, with the deadly power of the bulla 
 pulsing through his veins, Nic is determined to become free. But instead, he finds himself at the center of 
 a ruthless conspiracy to overthrow the emperor and spark the Praetor War, a battle to destroy Rome from 
 within.. In a quest to stop the rebellion, save Rome, and secure his own freedom, Nic must harness the 
 magic within himself and defeat the empire's most powerful and savage leaders. 

 Orphan Island  by Laurel Snyder --  On a perfect island,  when the nine children go to sleep in their cabins, 
 it is with full stomachs and joy in their hearts. And only one thing ever changes: on that day, each year, 
 when a boat appears from the mist upon the ocean carrying one young child to join them—and taking the 
 eldest one away, never to be seen again. Today’s Changing is no di�erent. The boat arrives, taking away 
 Jinny’s best friend, replacing him with a new little girl, and leaving Jinny as the new Elder. Jinny knows her 
 responsibility is to teach Ess about the island,  and to keep things as they’ve always been. 

 �e Seventh Wish  by Kate Messner- When Charlie Brennan  goes ice fishing on her town's frozen lake, 
 she's hoping the fish she reels in will help pay for an Irish dancing dress for her upcoming competition. 
 But when Charlie's first catch of the day happens to be a talking fish o�ering her a wish in exchange for its 
 freedom, her world quickly turns upside down, as her wishes go terribly and hilariously wrong. Just as 
 Charlie is finally getting the hang of communicating with a magical wishing fish, a family crisis with her 
 older sister brings reality into sharp focus. 

 We’re Not From Here  by Geo� Rodkey --  The first time  I heard about Planet Choom, we'd been on Mars 
 for almost a year. But life on the Mars station was grim, and since Earth was no longer an option (we may 
 have blown it up), it was time to find a new home.That's how we ended up on Choom with the Zhuri. 
 They're very smart. They also look like giant mosquitoes. But that's not why it's so hard to live here. 
 There's a lot that the Zhuri don't like: singing (just ask my sister, Ila), comedy (one joke got me sent to the 
 principal's o�ce), or any kind of emotion. The biggest problem, though? The Zhuri don't like us. And if 
 humankind is going to survive, it's up to  my  family  to change their minds. No pressure. 

 When You Trap a Tiger  by Tae Keller--  Some stories  refuse to stay bottled up... 
 When Lily and her family move in with her sick grandmother, a magical tiger straight out of her 
 halmoni's Korean folktales arrives, prompting Lily to unravel a secret family history. Long, long ago, 
 Halmoni stole something from the tigers. Now they want it back. And when one of the tigers approaches 
 Lily with a deal—return what her grandmother stole in exchange for Halmoni's health—Lily is tempted to 
 agree. But deals with tigers are never what they seem! With the help of her sister and her new friend 

 Ricky, Lily must find her voice...and the courage to face a tiger. 

 Wishtree  by Katherine Applegate --  Red is the neighborhood "wishtree"—people write their wishes on 
 pieces of cloth and tie them to Red's branches. Along with her crow friend Bongo and other animals who 
 seek refuge in Red's hollows, this "wishtree" watches over the neighborhood. You might say Red has seen it 
 all. Until a new family moves in. Not everyone is welcoming, and Red's experiences as a wishtree are more 
 important than ever. 

 All descriptions taken from OCLN, Accelerated Reader, or Amazon. 



 A Wrinkle in Time  by Madeleine L’Engle -- Meg Murry and her friends become involved with unearthly 
 strangers and a search for Meg's father, who has disappeared while engaged in secret work for the 
 government. Everyone in town thinks Meg is volatile and dull-witted and that her younger brother Charles 
 Wallace is dumb. People are also saying that their father has run o� and left their brilliant scientist 
 mother. Spurred on by these rumors, Meg and Charles Wallace, along with their new friend Calvin, 
 embark on a perilous quest through space to find their father. In doing so they must travel behind the 
 shadow of an evil power that is darkening the cosmos, one planet at a time. 

 GRAPHIC NOVELS 
 Amulet Vol. 1: �e Stonekeeper  by Kazu Kibuishi: After  moving to their ancestral home, Emily and Navin's 
 mother is kidnapped by a tentacled creature in the basement that leads the children on a deadly chase into 
 the magical world below their home. 

 Stealing Home**  by J. Torres - -  When a boy struggles  after moving to a Japanese internment camp 
 during WWII, baseball shows him another way to approach life. Sandy Saito is a happy boy who reads 
 comic books and is obsessed with baseball --- especially the Asahi team, the pride of his Japanese 
 Canadian community. But when the Japanese attack Pearl Harbor, his life, like that of every other North 
 American of Japanese descent, changes forever. His family is forced to move to a remote internment 
 camp, and his father must spend months away from them. Sandy, his mother and his brother cope as 

 best they can with the di�culties at the camp. Over time, Sandy comes to realize that life is a lot like 
 baseball. It's about dealing with whatever is thrown at you, however you can. And it's about finding your 
 way home. 

 Allergic by Megan Wagner Lloyd  --  A coming-of-age  middle-grade graphic novel featuring a girl with 
 severe allergies who just wants to find the perfect pet! At home, Maggie is the odd one out. Her parents are 
 preoccupied with getting ready for a new baby, and her younger brothers are twins and always in their 
 own world. Maggie loves animals and thinks a new puppy is the answer, but when she goes to select one 
 on her birthday, she breaks out in hives and rashes. She's severely allergic to anything with fur! Can 
 Maggie outsmart her allergies and find the perfect pet? 

 Dogs of War  by Sheila Keenan --  Based on the real-life  roles of military dogs that served as Red Cross 
 rescuers, messengers, scouts, search-and-rescue teams, sentries, and mascots, during World War I, World 
 War II, and the Vietnam War, this collection of three fictional stories tells the remarkable adventures of a 
 soldier and his service dog. DOGS OF WAR captures both the adventure and the devastation brought on by 
 war, as well as the celebrations of life and friendship between boys and their dogs. 

 Guts  by Raina Telgemeier --  Raina wakes up one night  with a terrible upset stomach. Her mom has one, 
 too, so it's probably just a bug. Raina eventually returns to school, where she's dealing with the usual 
 highs and lows: friends, not-friends, and classmates who think the school year is just one long gross-out 
 session. It soon becomes clear that Raina's tummy trouble isn't going away... and it coincides with her 
 worries about food, school, and changing friendships. What's going on? 

 Max and the Midknights  by Lincoln Peirce -- Max wants  to be a knight! Too bad that dream is about as 
 likely as finding a friendly dragon. But when Max's uncle Budrick is kidnapped by the cruel King Gastley, 
 Max has to act...and fast! Joined by a band of brave adventurers--the Midknights--Max sets out on a 
 thrilling quest: to save Uncle Budrick and restore the realm of Byjovia to its former high spirits!** 

 Mighty Jack  by Ben Hatke -- Jack might be the only kid in the world who's dreading summer. But he's got 
 a good reason: summer is when his single mom takes a second job and leaves him at home to watch his 
 autistic kid sister, Maddy. It's a lot of responsibility, and it's boring, too, because Maddy doesn't talk. Ever. 
 But then, one day at the flea market, Maddy does talk—to tell Jack to trade their mom's car for a box of 
 mysterious seeds. It's the best mistake Jack has ever made. 

 All descriptions taken from OCLN, Accelerated Reader, or Amazon. 



 �e Nameless City  by Faith Erin Hicks -- Every time it is invaded the City gets a new name, but to the 
 natives in is the Nameless City, and they survive by not letting themselves get involved--but now the fate 
 of the City rests in the hands of Rat, a native, and Kaidu, one of the Dao, the latest occupiers, and the two 
 must somehow work together if the City is to survive. 

 HISTORICAL FICTION 

 Voyage of the Sparrowhawk**  by Natasha Farrant-  In  the aftermath of World War One, everyone in the 
 small town of Barton is rebuilding their lives. Ben needs to find his brother, Sam―who was wounded in 
 action and is now missing―if he wants to avoid being sent to the orphanage. Lotti’s horrible aunt and 
 uncle want to send her away from her beloved home to boarding school, just when she has successfully 
 managed to get expelled from her last one. When a chance encounter brings the two children together, 
 each recognizes the other as a kindred spirit. But just as they’ve found their feet, disaster strikes, and 

 Ben and Lotti must run away. They hatch a plan to cross the English Channel on Ben’s narrowboat, the 
 Sparrowhawk, and track down Sam in France. But there’s something in France that Lotti is looking for, 
 too. . . . 

 Al Capone Does My Shirts  by Gennifer Choldenko --  A twelve-year-old boy named Moose moves to 
 Alcatraz Island in 1935 when guards' families were housed there, and has to contend with his 
 extraordinary new environment in addition to life with his autistic sister. 

 Don’t You Know �ere’s a War On  by Avi --  World War  II is on everyone's mind and in every headline, 
 and Howie Crispers has a hunch that his school principal is a spy. With a little snooping around, Howie 
 finds out that  Principal Lomister may not be a spy, but he is plotting to get rid of Howie's favorite 
 teacher. Howie's dad is fighting Nazis overseas, and his mom is working hard to support the war e�ort, 
 so Ms. Gossim is the only person Howie can depend on and Howie intends to save Miss Gossim! 

 �e Great Trouble: A Mystery of London, the Blue Death, and a Boy Called Eel  by Deborah Hopkinson 
 --  As an orphan, Eel spends his days in the filthy  River Thames, searching for bits of things to sell. But 
 even for Eel, things aren’t so bad until the deadly cholera (“blue death”) comes to Broad Street. Everyone 
 believes that cholera is spread through poisonous air. But Dr. John Snow, has a di�erent theory. As the 
 epidemic surges, it’s up to Eel and his best friend, Florrie, to gather evidence to prove Dr. Snow’s 
 theory—before the entire neighborhood is wiped out  . 

 Lara’s Gift  by Annemarie O’Brien --  In 1914 Russia,  Lara is being groomed by her father to be the next 
 kennel steward for the Count's borzoi dogs unless her mother bears a son, but her visions, although 
 suppressed by her father, seem to suggest she has special bond with the dogs. 

 �e Madman of Piney Woods  by Christopher Paul Curtis  --  Even though it is now 1901, the people of 
 Buxton, Canada, originally a settlement of runaway slaves, and Chatham, Canada, are still haunted by 
 two events of half a century before--the American Civil War and the Irish potato famine--and the lasting 
 damage those events caused to the survivors. 

 �e Mad Wolf’s Daughter  by Diane Madgras -- One dark  night, Drest's sheltered life on a remote 
 Scottish headland is shattered when invading knights capture her family, but leave Drest behind. Her 
 father, the Mad Wolf of the North, and her beloved brothers are a fearsome war-band, but now Drest is 
 the only one who can save them. So she starts o� on a wild rescue attempt, taking a wounded invader 
 along as a hostage. 

 A Night Divided  by Jennifer A. Neilsen -- With the  rise of the Berlin Wall, twelve-year-old Gerta finds 
 her family suddenly divided. She, her mother, and her brother Fritz live on the eastern side, controlled 

 All descriptions taken from OCLN, Accelerated Reader, or Amazon. 



 by the Soviets. Her father and middle brother, who had gone west in search of work, cannot return home. 
 One day, Gerta spots her father on a viewing platform on the western side, pantomiming a peculiar dance. 
 Then, when she receives a mysterious drawing, Gerta puts two and two together and concludes that her 
 father wants Gerta and Fritz to tunnel beneath the wall, out of East Berlin. 

 Nowhere Boy  by Katherine Marsh -- Fourteen-year-old  Ahmed is stuck in a city that wants nothing to do 
 with him. Newly arrived in Brussels, Belgium, Ahmed fled a life of uncertainty and su�ering in Syria, 
 only to lose his father on the perilous journey to the shores of Europe. Now Ahmed's struggling to get by 
 on his own, but with no one left to trust and nowhere to go, he's starting to lose hope. 

 Refugee  by Alan Gratz -- JOSEF is a Jewish boy living  in 1930s Nazi Germany. With the threat of 
 concentration camps looming, he and his family board a ship bound for the other side of the world . . . 
 ISABEL is a Cuban girl in 1994. With riots and unrest plaguing her country, she and her family set out on a 
 raft, hoping to find safety in America . . . MAHMOUD is a Syrian boy in 2015. With his homeland torn apart 
 by violence and destruction, he and his family begin a long trek toward Europe . . .All three kids go on 

 harrowing journeys in search of refuge. All will face unimaginable dangers. 

 Resistance  by Jennifer Neilsen --  C  haya Lindner is  a teenager living in Nazi-occupied Poland. Simply 
 being Jewish places her in danger of being killed or sent to the camps. After her little sister is taken 
 away, her younger brother disappears, and her parents all but give up hope, Chaya is determined to 
 make a di�erence. Using forged papers and her fair features, Chaya becomes a courier and travels 
 between the Jewish ghettos of Poland, smuggling food, papers, and even people. Soon Chaya joins a 
 resistance cell that runs raids on the Nazis' supplies. But after a mission goes terribly wrong, Chaya's 

 network shatters. She is alone and unsure of where to go, until Esther, a member of her cell, finds her and 
 delivers a message that chills Chaya to her core, and sends her on a journey toward an even larger 
 uprising in the works — in the Warsaw Ghetto. 

 �e Seventh Most Important �ing  by Shelley Pearsall  -- In 1963, thirteen-year-old Arthur is sentenced 
 to community service helping the neighborhood Junk Man after he throws a brick at the old man's head 
 in a moment of rage, but the junk he collects might be more  important  than he suspects. Inspired by the 
 work of American folk artist James Hampton. 

 Someone Named Eva  by Joan M. Wolf -- From her home  in Lidice, Czechoslovakia, in 1942, 
 eleven-year-old Milada is taken with other blond, blue-eyed children to a school in Poland to be trained 
 as "proper Germans" for adoption by German families, but all the while she remembers her true name 
 and history. 

 Towers Falling  by Jewell Parker Rhodes- When her  fifth-grade teacher hints that a series of lessons 
 about home and community will culminate with one big answer about two tall towers once visible 
 outside their classroom window, Dèja can't help but feel confused. She sets o� on a journey of discovery, 
 with new friends Ben and Sabeen by her side. But just as she gets closer to answering big questions 
 about who she is, what America means, and how communities can grow (and heal), she uncovers new 
 questions, too. Like, why does Pop get so angry when she brings up anything about the towers? 

 �e Unsung hero of Birdsong USA  by Brenda Woods --  On Gabriel's twelfth birthday, he gets a new 
 bike--and is so excited that he accidentally rides it right into the path of a car. Fortunately, a Black man 
 named Meriwether pushes him out of the way just in time, and fixes his damaged bike. As a thank you, 
 Gabriel gets him a job at his dad's auto shop. Gabriel's dad hires him with some hesitation, however, 
 anticipating trouble with the other mechanic, who makes no secret of his racist opinions. Gabriel and 
 Meriwether become friends, and Gabriel learns that Meriwether drove a tank in the Army's all-Black 761st 

 Tank Battalion in WWII. Meriwether is proud of his service, but has to keep it a secret because talking 
 about it could be dangerous. Sadly, danger finds Meriwether, anyway, when his family receives a 
 frightening threat. The South being the way it is, there's no guarantee that the police will help--and 

 All descriptions taken from OCLN, Accelerated Reader, or Amazon. 



 Gabriel doesn't know what will happen if Meriwether feels forced to take the law into his own hands. 

 ANCIENT CULTURES/ CULTURAL EXPERIENCE 

 Children of the Longhouse  by Joseph Bruchac  --  When  Ohkwa'ri overhears a group of older boys 
 planning a raid on a neighboring village, he immediately tells his Mohawk elders. He has done the right 
 thing—but he has also made enemies. Grabber and his friends will do anything they can to hurt him, 
 especially during the village-wide game of Tekwaarathon (lacrosse). Ohkwa'ri believes in the path of 
 peace, but can peaceful ways work against Grabber's wrath? 

 Escape from Aleppo  by N.H. Senzai --  It is December  17, 2010: Nadia’s twelfth birthday and the 
 beginning of the Arab Spring. Soon anti-government protests erupt across the Middle East and, one by 
 one, countries are thrown into turmoil. As civil war flares in Syria and bombs fall across Nadia’s home 
 city of Aleppo, her family decides to flee to safety. Inspired by current events, this novel sheds light on 
 the complicated situation in Syria that has led to an international refugee crisis, and tells the story of one 
 girl’s journey to safety. 

 �e Forbidden Temptation of Baseball  by Dori Jones  Yang -- A Chinese boy struggles to adapt to 
 American life–and discovers baseball. Despite his impulsive and curious nature, twelve-year-old Leon is 
 determined to follow the Emperor’s rules―to live with an American family, study hard, and return home 
 to modernize China. But he also must keep the braid that shows his loyalty―and resist such forbidden 
 American temptations as baseball. Eventually, Leon faces a tough decision, torn between his loyalty to 
 his birth country―and his growing love for his new home. 

 �e Great Wall of Lucy Wu  by Wendy Wan -- Lucy Wu,  aspiring basketball star and interior designer, is 
 on the verge of having the best year of her life. She's ready to rule the school as a sixth grader and take 
 over the bedroom she has always shared with her sister. In an instant, though, her plans are shattered 
 when she finds out that Yi Po, her grandmother's sister, is coming to visit for several months - and is 
 staying in Lucy's room. Lucy's perfect year begins to crumble, and in its place comes an unwelcome 
 roommate, foiled birthday plans, and Chinese school with the awful Talent Chang. 

 Hurricane Child  by Kheryn Callender -- Being born  during a hurricane is unlucky, and twelve-year-old 
 Caroline has had her share of bad luck.  But when a new student named Kalinda arrives, Caroline's luck 
 begins to turn around. Kalinda becomes Caroline's first and only friend, and the person for whom Caroline 
 has begun to develop a crush. Caroline must find the strength to confront her feelings for Kalinda, brave 
 the spirit stalking her through the islands, and face the reason her mother abandoned her. ** 

 Iqbal:  A Novel  by Francesca D’Adamo- For Fatima  and the other unseen children of Hussain Khan's 
 carpet factory,  Iqbal Masih's arrival is the end of hope and its beginning. It is Iqbal who tells them that 
 their family's debt will never be canceled, no matter how many inches of progress they make in their 
 rugs, no matter how neat the knots or perfect the pattern. But it is also Iqbal who is brave enough to talk 
 about the future.  This is the story of the real Iqbal: a courageous thirteen-year-old boy. 

 Illegal  by Eoin Colfer- Ebo is alone. His brother,  Kwame, has disappeared, and Ebo knows it can only be 
 to attempt the hazardous journey to Europe, and a better life―the same journey their sister set out on 
 months ago. But Ebo refuses to be left behind in Ghana. He sets out after Kwame and joins him on the 
 quest to reach Europe. Ebo's epic journey takes him across the Sahara Desert to the dangerous streets of 
 Tripoli, and finally out to the merciless sea. But with every step he holds on to his hope for a new life, and 
 a reunion with his family. ** 

 All descriptions taken from OCLN, Accelerated Reader, or Amazon. 



 Marcus Vega Doesn’t Speak Spanish  by Pablo Cartaya --  After a fight at school leaves Marcus facing 
 suspension, Marcus's mom decides it's time for a change of environment. She takes Marcus and his 
 younger brother to Puerto Rico to spend a week with relatives they don't remember or have never met. 
 But Marcus can't focus knowing that his father--who walked out of their lives ten years ago--is 
 somewhere on the island. So begins Marcus's incredible journey, a series of misadventures that take him 
 all over Puerto Rico in search of his elusive namesake. 

 Other Words for Home  by Jasmine Warga --  Jude never  thought she’d be leaving her beloved older 
 brother and father behind, all the way across the ocean in Syria. But when things in her hometown start 
 becoming volatile, Jude and her mother are sent to live in Cincinnati with relatives. At first, everything 
 in America seems too fast and too loud. The American movies that Jude has always loved haven’t quite 
 prepared her for starting school in the US—and her new label of “Middle Eastern,” an identity she’s 
 never known before. But this life also brings unexpected surprises—there are new friends, a whole new 

 family, and a school musical that Jude might just try out for. Maybe America, too, is a place where Jude can 
 be seen as she really is. 

 Pashmina  by Nidhi Chanani- Priyanka Das has so many  unanswered questions: Why did her mother 
 abandon her home in India years ago? What was it like there? And most importantly, who is her father, 
 and why did her mom leave him behind? But Pri’s mom avoids these questions―the topic of India is 
 permanently closed. For Pri, her mother's homeland can only exist in her imagination. That is, until she 
 find a mysterious pashmina tucked away in a forgotten suitcase. When she wraps herself in it, she is 
 transported to a place more vivid and colorful than any guidebook or Bollywood film. 

 �e �ieves of Ostia   by Caroline Lawrence --  Flavia  Gemina is a natural at solving mysteries. The 
 daughter of a ship's captain living in Ostia, the port of Rome, in AD79, she and her three friends, 
 Jonathan, a Jewish boy (and secretly a Christian); Nubia, an African slave girl; and Lupus, a mute beggar 
 boy, must work together to discover who is beheading the watch dogs that guard people's homes, and 
 why. 
 Tree Girl  by Ben Mikaelsen - - When, protected by  the branches of one of the trees she loves to climb, 
 Gabriela witnesses the destruction of her Mayan village and the murder of nearly all its inhabitants, she 
 vows never to climb again until, after she and her traumatized sister find safety in a Mexican refugee 
 camp, she realizes that only by climbing and facing their fears can she and her sister hope to have a 
 future. 
 �e Turtles of Oman  by Naomi Shihab --Nai- Aref Al-Amri  does not want to leave Oman, his elementary 
 school, his friends, or his beloved grandfather, Siddi.  He does not want to live in Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
 where his parents will go to graduate school. His mother is desperate for him to pack his suitcase, but he 
 refuses. Finally, she calls Siddi for help. But rather than pack, Aref and Siddi go on a series of adventures. 

 �e Well of Sacrifice  by Chris Eboch     --  Eveningstar  Macaw lives in a glorious Mayan city in the ninth 
 century. When the king falls ill and dies, the city begins to crumble. An evil high priest orders the 
 sacrifice of those who might become king, including Eveningstar's beloved brother. Suspicious of the 
 High Priest's motives, Eveningstar attempts to save her brother, thus becoming an acknowledged enemy 
 of the High Priest. Condemned to be thrown into the Well of Sacrifice, Eveningstar must find a way not 
 only to save her own life, her family, and her city from the tyrannical grasp of Great Skull Zero. 

 Year of the Tiger   by Alison Lloyd -- In ancient China,  two boys forge an unlikely alliance in an e�ort to 
 become expert archers and, ultimately, to save their city from invading barbarians. 

 MYSTERY/ADVENTURE 

 Codename Zero  by Chris Rylander -- When a desperate  man asks 13-year-old Carson to deliver a 
 mysterious package for him, the middle-schooler discovers there is something going on in his sleepy 

 All descriptions taken from OCLN, Accelerated Reader, or Amazon. 



 North Dakota hometown he had never expected. the plot contains violence. 

 Finding Mighty  by Sheela Carli --  Along the train lines north of New York City, twelve-year-old neighbors 
 Myla and Peter search for the link between Myla’s necklace and the disappearance of Peter’s brother, 
 Randall. Drawing on urban art forms and local history, Finding Mighty is a mystery that explores the 
 nature of art and the unbreakable bonds of family. 

 �e Fourth Stall  by Chris Rylander -- if you have  a problem, if no one else can help, and if you can pay 
 him, Mac and his best friend Vince will be there. Their methods might sometimes run afoul of the law, or 
 at least the school code of conduct, but Mac is on your side. His o�ce is located in the East Wing boys' 
 bathroom, fourth stall from the high window. And business is booming. Or at least it was, until one 
 particular Monday. It starts with a third grader in need of protection. Mac and Vince soon realize that the 
 trouble with solving everyone else's problems is that there's no one left to solve yours. 

 Just South of Home  by Karen Strong--  Twelve-year-old  Sarah is finally in charge. At last, she can spend 
 her summer months reading her favorite science books and bossing around her younger brother, Ellis, 
 instead of being worked to the bone by their overly strict grandmother, Mrs. Greene. But when their 
 cousin, Janie arrives for a visit, Sarah's plans are completely squashed. Janie has a knack for getting into 
 trouble and asks Sarah to take her to Creek Church: a landmark of their small town that she heard was 
 haunted. It's also o�-limits. Janie's sticky fingers lead Sarah, Ellis, and his best friend, Jasper, to uncover a 

 deep-seated part of the town's past. With a bit of luck, this foursome will heal the place they call home and 
 the people within it they call family. 

 �e Name of �is Book Is Secret  by Pseudonymous Bosch  -- Two eleven-year-old misfits try to solve the 
 mystery of a dead magician and stop the evil Dr. L and Ms. Mauvais, who are searching for the secret of 
 immortality. This is the story of a secret, and also a secret story. 

 �e Parker Inheritance  by Varian Johnson -- The letter  waits in a book, in a box, in an attic, in an old 
 house in Lambert, South Carolina. It's waiting for Candice Miller. When Candice finds the letter, she isn't 
 sure she should read it. It's addressed to her grandmother, after all, who left Lambert in a cloud of shame. 
 But the letter describes a young woman named Siobhan Washington. An injustice that happened decades 
 ago. A mystery enfolding the letter-writer. And the fortune that awaits the person who solves the puzzle. 

 Spy School  by Stuart Gibbs --  Ben Ripley may only  be in middle school, but he’s already pegged his dream 
 job: C.I.A. or bust. Unfortunately for him, his personality doesn’t exactly scream “secret agent.” In fact, 
 Ben is so awkward, he can barely get to school and back without a mishap. Because of his innate math 
 skills, Ben isn't surprised when he is recruited for a magnet school with a focus on science—but he’s 
 entirely shocked to discover that the school is actually a front for a junior C.I.A. academy. Could the C.I.A. 
 really want  him  ? Actually, no. There’s been a case  of mistaken identity—but that doesn’t stop Ben from 
 trying to morph into a supercool undercover agent, the kind that always gets the girl. And through a series 
 of hilarious misadventures, Ben realizes he might actually be a halfway decent spy…if he can survive all 
 the attempts being made on his life! 

 Wildfire  by Rodman Philbrick --  Flames race toward  Sam Castine's summer camp as evacuation buses 
 are loading, but Sam runs back to get his phone. Suddenly, a flash of heat blasts him as pine trees explode. 
 Now a wall of fire separates Sam from his bus, and there's only one thing to do: Run for his life. Run or 
 die. Lungs burning, Sam's only goal is to keep moving. Drought has made the forest a tinderbox, and Sam 
 struggles to remember survival tricks he learned from his late father. Then, when he least expects it, he 
 encounters Delphy, an older girl who is also lost. Their unlikely friendship grows as they join forces to 

 find civilization. The pace never slows, and eventually flames surround Sam and Delphy on all sides. A 
 powerful bond is forged that can only grow out of true hardship-as two true friends beat all odds and 
 outwit one of the deadliest fires ever 
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 NONFICTION 

 Chasing Lincoln’s Killer  by James Swanson -- "This story is true. All the characters are real and were 
 alive during the great manhunt of April 1865. Their words are authentic and come from original sources: 
 letters, manuscripts, trial transcripts, newspapers, government reports, pamphlets, books and other 
 documents. What happened in Washington, D.C., that spring, and in the swamps and rivers, forests and 
 fields of Maryland and Virginia during the next twelve days, is far too incredible to have been made up. 
 So begins this fast-paced thriller that tells the story of the pursuit and capture of John Wilkes Booth and 
 gives a day-by-day account of the wild chase to find this killer and his accomplices. Based on James 

 Swanson's bestselling adult book MANHUNT: THE 12-DAY CHASE FOR LINCOLN'S KILLER, this young 
 people's version is an accessible look at the assassination of a president, and shows readers Abraham 
 Lincoln the man, the father, the husband, the friend, and how his death impacted those closest to him. 

 �e Hive Detectives: Chronicle of a Honey Bee Catastrophe  by Loree Gri�n Burns -- Bees don't just 
 produce honey. Your food supply depends on them. Apiarist Dave Hackenberg's bees have a busy travel 
 schedule, pollinating around the United States from February to July. So when Dave inspected four 
 hundred of his hives and found that the bees had simply vanished, a dream team of bee scientists got to 
 work. 

 �e Impossible Rescue  by Martin Sandler --  Presents  the true story of three men sent by President 
 McKinley in 1897 to drive two herds of reindeer across parts of Alaska to feed stranded whalers whose 
 ships were trapped in ice. 

 Lincoln’s Grave Robbers  by Steve Sheinkin -- This  dramatic account of the 1875 attempt to steal the 
 sixteenth president's body describes how a counterfeiting ring plotted to ransom Lincoln's body to secure 
 the release of their imprisoned ringleader. 

 Outlaws, Spies, and Gangsters:  Chasing Notorious Criminals  by Laura Scandi�o --  Tells about eight  of 
 the world's most wanted men, including John Dillinger and Osama bin Laden, and how they were 
 captured. 

 Temple Grandin: How the Girl Who Loved Cows Embraced Autism and Changed the World  by Sy 
 Montgomery --  An authorized portrait about Grandin's  life with autism and her groundbreaking work as 
 a scientist and designer of cruelty-free livestock facilities describes how she overcame key disabilities 
 through education and the support of her mother. 

 Woodsong  by Gary Paulsen -- For a rugged outdoor man  and his family, life in northern Minnesota is a 
 wild experience involving wolves, deer, and the sled dogs that make their way of life possible. Includes an 
 account of the author's first Iditarod, a dogsled race across Alaska. 

 Zombie Makers: True Stories of Nature’s Undead  by  Rebecca L. Johnson --  Examines real-life accounts 
 of zombies in nature, including a fly-enslaving fungus, a suicide worm, and a cockroach-taming wasp, 
 and related topics. 

 REALISTIC FICTION 

 Wayward Creatures**  by Dayna Lorentz-  Twelve-year-old  Gabe doesn’t know where he belongs 
 anymore. His family is caught up in their own lives and his friends barely have time for him now that 
 they’re stars on the soccer team. In a desperate plea for attention to impress his friends after school, 
 Gabe sets o� fireworks in the woods near his house and causes a small forest fire that destroys several 
 acres of land. In the chaos of the destruction, a coyote named Rill—tired of her family and longing for 
 adventure—finds herself far from home. Already on animal control’s watch for wandering into a backyard 

 and snapping at a child, Rill crawls into a cave, where she nurses her wounds alone.  Gabe and Rill’s paths 
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 irrevocably cross when Gabe is tasked with cleaning up the forest through the court's restorative justice 
 program. The damage to the land and both their lives is beyond what the two can imagine. But together, 
 they discover that sometimes it only takes one friend to find the place where you belong. 

 Starfish  by Lisa Fipps--  Ever since Ellie wore a whale  swimsuit and made a big splash at her fifth birthday 
 party, she's been bullied about her weight. To cope, she tries to live by the Fat Girl Rules--like "no making 
 waves," "avoid eating in public," and "don't move so fast that your body jiggles." And she's found her safe 
 space--her swimming pool--where she feels weightless in a fat-obsessed world. In the water, she can 
 stretch herself out like a starfish and take up all the room she wants. It's also where she can get away from 
 her pushy mom, who thinks criticizing Ellie's weight will motivate her to diet. Fortunately, Ellie has allies 
 in her dad, her therapist, and her new neighbor, Catalina, who loves Ellie for who she is. With this support 
 buoying her, Ellie might finally be able to cast aside the Fat Girl Rules and starfish in real life--by 
 unapologetically being her own fabulous self. 

 Summer at Meadow Wood**  by Amy Rebecca Tan- -  Vic  Brown did not want to go to camp this summer. 
 Even though it’s nice being back with her friends at Meadow Wood, Vic still can’t forget about the secret 
 reason her mom wanted her and her brother out of the house—or how much her family is going to 
 change. When her home life is blowing up, it can be hard to focus on campfires and canoeing. 

 But there is something about summer and surprises that go together like blueberry pancakes and maple 
 syrup. And soon, Vic starts to feel like—just maybe—a summer at Meadow Wood was exactly what she 
 needed. 

 Efren Divided  by Ernesto Cisneros-- Efrén Nava’s Amá  is his Superwoman—or Soperwoman, named after 
 the delicious Mexican sopes his mother often prepares. Both Amá and Apá work hard all day to provide for 
 the family, making sure Efrén and his younger siblings Max and Mía feel safe and loved. 
 But Efrén worries about his parents; although he’s American-born, his parents are undocumented. His 
 worst nightmare comes true one day when Amá doesn’t return from work and is deported across the 
 border to Tijuana, México. Now more than ever, Efrén must channel his inner Soperboy to help take care 
 of and try to reunite his family. 

 Ms. Bixby’s Last Day  by John David Anderson --  When  Ms. Bixby unexpectedly announces that she is 
 very sick and won’t be able to finish the school year, Topor, Brandt and Steve come up with a plan. 
 Through the three very di�erent stories they tell, we begin to understand just what Ms. Bixby means to 
 them—and what they are willing to go to such great lengths to tell her. 

 �e Breadwinner  by Deborah Ellis -- Young Parvana  lives with her family in one room of a bombed-out 
 apartment building in Kabul, Afghanistan. Because Parvana's father has a foreign education, he is 
 arrested by the Taliban. The family becomes increasingly desperate until Parvana conceives a plan. 

 Breakout  by Kate Messner -- Nora Tucker is looking  forward to summer vacation in Wolf Creek--two 
 months of swimming, popsicles, and brushing up on her journalism skills for the school paper. But when 
 two inmates break out of the town's maximum security prison, everything changes. Doors are locked, 
 helicopters fly over the woods, and police patrol the school grounds. Worst of all, everyone is on edge, and 
 fear brings out the worst in some people Nora has known her whole life.  Told in letters, poems, text 
 messages, news stories, and comics--a series of documents Nora collects for the Wolf Creek Community 

 Time Capsule Project. 

 Count Me In  by Vsha Hajaj --  Karina Chopra would have  never imagined becoming friends with the boy 
 next door but after Karina’s grandfather starts tutoring Chris, and she discovers he’s actually a nice, 
 funny kid. But one afternoon something unimaginable happens–the three of them are assaulted by a 
 stranger who targets Indian-American Karina and her grandfather because of how they look. Her 
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 grandfather is gravely injured and Karina and Chris vow not to let hate win. When Karina posts a few 
 photos related to the attack on social media, they quickly attract attention, and before long it goes viral 
 and a diverse population begin to add their own photos. Then, when Papa is finally on the road to 
 recovery, Karina uses her newfound social media reach to help celebrate both his homecoming and a 
 community coming together. 

 Front Desk  by Kelly Yang --  Recent immigrants from  China and desperate for work and money, 
 ten-year-old Mia Tang's parents take a job managing a rundown motel in Southern California, even 
 though the owner, Mr. Yao is a nasty skinflint who exploits them. While her mother (who was an engineer 
 in China) does the cleaning, Mia works the  front desk  and tries to cope with demanding customers and 
 other recent immigrants--not to mention being only one of two Chinese in her fifth grade class, the other 
 being Mr. Yao's son, Jason. 

 I Can Make �is Promise  by Christine Day--All her  life, Edie has known that her mom was adopted by a 
 white couple. So, no matter how curious she might be about her Native American heritage, Edie is sure 
 her family doesn't have any answers. Until the day when she and her friends discover a box hidden in the 
 attic—a box full of letters signed "Love, Edith," and photos of a woman who looks just like her. Suddenly, 
 Edie has a flurry of new questions about this woman who shares her name. Could she belong to the 
 Native family that Edie never knew about? But if her mom and dad have kept this secret from her all her 

 life, how can she trust them to tell her the truth now? 

 Lety Out Loud  by Angela Cervantes -- Lety Muñoz's  first language is Spanish, and she likes to take her 
 time putting her words together. She loves volunteering at the Furry Friends Animal Shelter because the 
 dogs and cats there don't care if she can't always find the right word. When the shelter needs a volunteer 
 to write animal profiles, Lety jumps at the chance but she is paired with  her grumpy classmate Hunter. 
 Hunter devises a secret competition to decide who will be the o�cial shelter scribe. Whoever helps get 
 their animals adopted the fastest wins. The loser scoops dog food. Lety reluctantly agrees, but she's 
 worried that if the shelter finds out about the contest, they'll kick her out of the volunteer program. 

 Yusuf Azeem is Not  a Hero  **  by Saadia Faruqi  –  Yusuf  Azeem has spent all his life in the small town of 
 Frey, Texas—and nearly that long waiting for the chance to participate in the regional robotics 
 competition, which he just knows he can win. Only, this year is going to be more di�cult than he thought. 
 Because this year is the twentieth anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, an anniversary that has 
 everyone in his Muslim community on edge. With “Never Forget” banners everywhere and a hostile group 
 of townspeople protesting the new mosque, Yusuf realizes that the country’s anger from two decades ago 
 hasn’t gone away. Can he hold onto his joy—and his friendships—in the face of heartache and prejudice? 

 A Long Walk to Water  by Linda Sue Park -- When the  Sudanese civil war reaches his village in 1985, 
 eleven-year-old Salva becomes separated from his family and must walk with other Dinka tribe members 
 through southern Sudan, Ethiopia, and Kenya in search of safe haven. Based on the life of Salva Dut, who, 
 after emigrating to America in 1996, began a project to dig water wells in Sudan. 

 Mustaches For Maddie  by Chad Morris and Shelly Brown  --  Maddie is a normal twelve-year-old girl. 
 Well, except for the fake mustaches she carries in her pocket. She likes to make people laugh and 
 slapping on a mustache, especially a fuzzy pink or neon green one, always gets a smile. Maddie hopes 
 that the class queen, Cassie, will find her mustaches as funny as she does and want to play with her at 
 recess. She's been self-conscious lately because her right arm only feels normal when it's curled against 
 her chest and she's constantly tripping over her feet. But that's probably just part of growing up and not 

 something weird, right? When Maddie's arm continues to bother her, her parents take her to a doctor who 
 gives them a shocking diagnosis: the cause of the abnormal behavior of her limbs is a brain tumor and she 
 must have surgery to remove it. She's understandably afraid as he describes the procedure, but knows she 
 must find a way to be brave and must face her fears--  all  of them--  at the hospital, at home and at school. 
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 Nine, Ten  by Nora Raleigh Baskin -- Ask anyone: September  11, 2001, was serene and lovely, a perfect 
 day—until a plane struck the World Trade Center. But right now it is a few days earlier, and four kids in 
 di�erent parts of the country are going about their lives. Sergio, who lives in Brooklyn, is struggling to 
 come to terms with the absentee father he hates and the grandmother he loves. Will’s father is gone, too, 
 killed in a car accident that has left the family reeling. Nadira has never before felt uncomfortable about 
 being Muslim, but at her new school she’s getting funny looks because of the head scarf she wears. Amy is 

 starting a new school in a new city and missing her mom, who has to fly to New York on business. These 
 four don’t know one another, but their lives are about to intersect in ways they never could have imagined. 

 Out Of My Mind  by Sharon Draper --  Melody is not  like most people. She cannot walk or talk, but she 
 has a photographic memory; she can remember every detail of everything she has ever experienced. She 
 is smarter than most of the adults who try to diagnose her and smarter than her classmates in her 
 integrated classroom - the very same classmates who dismiss her as mentally challenged because she 
 cannot tell them otherwise. But Melody refuses to be defined by cerebral palsy. And she's determined to 

 let everyone know it - somehow. 

 Rain Reign  by Ann M. Martin --  Struggling with Asperger's  syndrome, Rose shares a bond with her 
 beloved dog, but when the dog goes missing during a storm, Rose is forced to confront the limits of her 
 comfort levels , even if it means leaving her routines in order to search for her pet. 

 Raymie Nightingale  by Kate DiCamillo -- Raymie wants  to win the Little Miss Central Florida Tire 
 competition, so her father, who left town two days ago with a dental hygienist, will see Raymie's picture 
 in the paper and (maybe) come home. To win, Raymie has to contend with the frequently fainting 
 Louisiana Elefante, who has a show-business background, and the fiery, stubborn Beverly Tapinski, 
 who’s determined to sabotage the contest. But as the competition approaches, loneliness, loss, and 
 unanswerable questions draw the three girls into an unlikely friendship — and challenge each of them to 
 come to the rescue in unexpected ways. 

 Restart  by Gordon Korman -- Chase does not remember  falling o� the roof, in fact he does not 
 remember anything about himself, and when he gets back to middle school he begins to learn who he was 
 through the reactions of the other kids--trouble is, he really is not sure he likes the Chase that is being 
 revealed, but can he take the opportunity amnesia has provided and restart his life? 

 Right as Rain  by Lindsey Stoddard--It's been almost  a year since Rain's brother Guthrie died, and her 
 parents still don't know it was all Rain's fault. In fact, no one does—Rain buried her secret deep, no 
 matter how heavy it weighs on her heart. So when her mom suggests moving the family from Vermont to 
 New York City, Rain agrees. But life in the big city is di�erent. She's never seen so many people in one 
 place—or felt more like an outsider. With her parents fighting more than ever and the anniversary of 
 Guthrie's death approaching, Rain is determined to keep her big secret close to her heart. But even she 

 knows that when you bury things deep, they grow up twice as tall. 

 Scar Island  by Dan Gemeinhart -- Jonathan Grisby is  the newest arrival at the Slabhenge Reformatory 
 School for Troubled Boys -- an ancient, crumbling fortress of gray stone rising up from the ocean. 
 Jonathan has done something terrible. And he's willing to accept whatever punishment he has coming. 
 Just as he's getting used to his new situation, however, a freak accident leaves the troubled boys of 
 Slabhenge without any adult supervision. Suddenly the kids are free, with an entire island to themselves. 
 But freedom brings unexpected danger. 

 Squint  By Chad Morris --  Flint loves to draw. In fact,  he’s furiously trying to finish his comic book so he 
 can be the youngest winner of the “Find a Comic Star” contest. He’s also rushing to finish because he has 
 keratoconus—an eye disease that could eventually make him blind.  Squint  is the inspiring story of two 
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 new friends dealing with their own challenges, who learn to trust each other, believe in themselves, and 
 begin to truly  see  what matters most. 

 Take Me To the River  by Will Hobbs -- Dylan Sands has come all the way from North Carolina to Big 
 Bend National Park, to paddle the fabled Rio Grande with his cousin Rio. As they are packing their boats, 
 six Black Hawk helicopters appear overhead and race across the river into Mexico. The army won't tell 
 the boys what's happening, but they are given a weather advisory: A hurricane is approaching the Gulf of 
 Mexico. 

 You Go First  by Erin Entrada Kelly --  Charlotte Lockard  and Ben Boxer are separated by more than a 
 thousand miles. On the surface, their lives seem vastly di�erent, but the two have more in common than 
 they think. They’re both highly gifted and both experiencing family turmoil. Over the course of a week, 
 Charlotte and Ben—online friends connected only by a Scrabble game—will intersect in unexpected ways 
 as they struggle to navigate the turmoil of middle school.  You Go First  reminds us that no matter how 
 hard it is to keep our heads above troubled water, we never struggle alone. 

 SPORTS 
 Checked  by Cynthia Kadonata -- Hockey is Conor’s  whole life. When Conor’s dog is diagnosed with 
 cancer, Conor chooses to put his hockey lessons and practices on hold so they can pay for Sinbad’s 
 chemotherapy. But without hockey to distract him, Conor begins to notice more. Like his dad’s crying 
 bouts, and his friend’s di�cult family life. And then Conor notices one more thing: without hockey, the 
 one thing that makes him feel special, is he really special at all? 

 �e Crossover  by Kwame Alexander -- J  osh Bell and  his twin brother Jordan are awesome on the court. 
 But Josh and Jordan must come to grips with growing up on and o� the court to realize breaking the 
 rules comes at a terrible price, as their story's heart-stopping climax proves a game-changer for the 
 entire family. 

 Game Changers  by Mike Lupica -- When the coach's son,  Shawn O'Brien, is chosen to play quarterback, 
 eleven-year-old Ben McBain is not surprised--but when he tries to be a good teammate and help the 

 inconsistent Shawn, he is startled to learn that his new friend does not really want the position. 

 Ghost  by Jason Reynolds -- Running. That’s all Ghost  (real name Castle Cranshaw) has ever known. Ghost 
 has been the one causing problems—and running away from them—until he meets Coach, an ex-Olympic 
 Medalist who sees something in Ghost: crazy natural talent. If Ghost can stay on track, literally and 
 figuratively, he could be the best sprinter in the city. Can Ghost harness his raw talent for speed, or will 
 his past finally catch up to him? 

 Pinch Hit  by Tim Green -- Trevor and Sam are nearly  identical in appearance, but their lives couldn't be 
 any more di�erent. Trevor has a lead role in a major feature film and lives in a Bel Air mansion. But even 
 though he seems to have everything, he can't get the one thing he truly wants: the opportunity to play 
 baseball for real. 
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